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Abstract
The effed of various lubricant factors on

wonngearefficiency has been evaluated using
a variety of gear types and conditions, In par-
ticular, the significant efficiency improve-
ments afforded by certain types of synthetic
lubricants have been investigated to determine
the cause of these improvements, This paper
describes broad wormgear testing, both in the
laboratory and in service, and describes the
'extent to which. 'efficiency can be affected by
changes in the lubricant; the effects of vis-
cosity, viscosity index improvers and, finally,
synthetic lubricants are discussed. The work
concludes that lubricant tractional properties
can playa significant role in determining gear
elficiency characteristics.
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Introduction
Over the past ten years, the trends to

hotter-running industrial. gears has pro-
vided the authors' company with the op-
portunity to evaluate synthetic industrial
oils developed with the superior ther-
mal/oxidative performance. In several
instances, it was noted that not only was
oil life improved by using synthetic pro-
ducts, hut that the equipment ran cooler
than with the mineral-based products
Originally used, This behavior has been
reported.(l) The simnl t exl nati - f--~_ _ pes _ p_arLa ._on or
cooler-running is a reduction in
horsepower loss; i.e, an improvement in
power transmission efficiency.

These findings, in part, resulted in a

significant effort to evaluate industrial
gear efficiency characteristics of different
lubricants, including the synthetic
products.

Laboratory Evaluations of
Wormgear Effidency

Results of wormgear tests available in
the authors' laboratories in Europe and
the U.S. appear in Figs. 1 through 4.

Equilibrium operating temperature
data obtained with Wormgear A
operated at 1500 rpm and 100% nominal
load are shown in Fig. 1. Both synthetics
show signiflcant temperature decreases.
A conventional steam cylinder oil
(AGMA 7 Comp.) is also shown for
comparison against the reference, which
is a conventional AGMA 7 EP mineral-
based oil. The viscosity grades (see Table
1) for Syn S and Syn 'G were chosen from
their respective product families to be
similar to that of the reference oilat the
approximate 100°C operating tempera-
ture of the tests,

Data in Fig. Z compares both efficiency
and temperature rise differentials using
a second manufacturer's gearbox,Worm-
gear B. Similar temperature decreases
were found for the synthetic products,
but the steam cylinder oil ran slightly
hotter than the reference conventional
SIP mineral oil. These results are re-
Bected in the efficiency data for these 'oils
which show 2-3 % benefit for the syn-
thetics anda directional worsening for
the cylinder oil, Efficiency measurements
in this test were made by means of strain
gauges on the input and output of the
gearbox which was run at 1760 rpm in-
put and reached about 100°C at equil-
ibrium. Loading was achieved hydraul-
ically as part of a four-square 'test
arrangement,

Fig. 3 data shows benefits in efficiency
for both synthetic products and the
steam cylinder oil versus the' reference
mineral EP oil. using Wormgear C (30:1
reduction ratio). This test is run at 1500
rpm and at 96 and 117% thermalload
capacity. Fig. 4 shows similar data for
Wormgear D, a 50:1 ratio worm gear
operated at 1680 rpm input at 100 and
200% Class 1 mechanical. rating ..This lat-
ter test is run with the oil sump therm-
ostatted at 95°c' Both tests C and D



measure efficiency via input and output
shah torque strain gauges with dyna-
mometer loading.

The data 'of Figs .. 1 through 4 dearly
show the correlation of improved effi-
ciency and temperature control for
lubricants Syn Sand Syn G compared
with the mineral sulfur/phosphorus oil
reference. Steam cylinder oil, also, shows
a general benefit for both measurements,
but with significantly smal1er degree of
improvement.

These data are summarized in Table 2.
Also shown are results of gear manufac-
turer tests with Syn S compared with
reference mineral oils of either the com-
pounded steam cylinder type or the
AGMA EP type, The degree of efficiency
benefit recorded in these latter tests
depended on the operating conditions of
the tests, and Table 2 lists the average
benefits recorded. The gear manufacturer
tests also indicated benefits in tern-
perature control for Syn S.

The gear efficiency benefits for Syn S
in tests B through G show a wide range
of numerical results. These data are
rationalized in Fig. 5which shows a good
correlation of efficiency benefit asa func-
tion of increasing gear reduction ratio.
Based on the measured and catalog effi-
ciencies for these gears (using conven-
tional oil) the rule-of-thumb effect of Syn
S is to reduce the gearbox il1ejfkiency by
20-25%,

Practical Appllcatlons for Improved
Wormgear Efficiency

Benefits other than the cooler running
characteristics initially found for these
synthetic products are apparent:

One gear manufacturer, Hub City
D:ivision of Safeguard Power T ransrnis-
sian Co., has applied the benefits of Syn
S to increase wormgear horsepower rat-
ings. Catalog thermal input horsepower
ratings have been increased 10 to 15%
when the recommended synthetic oil (a
Syn S rebrand) is used. This represents
a new design application for this prod-
uct which already is used in sealed-for-
life wormgear units based on its extreme
operating temperature capability.

A second application for increased
transmission efficiency is to reduce
equipment power requirements, thereby,
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Fig. 2-lmprovement Over Conventional SIP Mineral Based Oil

Fig. 3 -Improvement Over Conventional
SIP Mineral Based Oil

reducing utility costs, Field measure-
ments of power draw of various in-
dustrial. equipment in customer plants
has now been demonstrated Ior Syn S
and is currently being evaluated for
product Syn G.

(continued on next page)
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Syn S field results in Table 2 show
measured average electrical power re-
quirements for both worm and steel gear
industrial transmissions. Efficiency
measurements in field applications can be
more difficult than in the laboratory
because operating conditions are not as
precisely controlled. A statistical ap-
proach is often necessary. This was the
case in the second steel. mill test in which
the combined power requirements of the
motor drives of a series of five worm-
gears were measured by means of a
recording wattmeter. Two basic opera-
tions were evaluated in this corrugated
steel pipe drive: a regular drive cycle and
a cut cycle. Data for the two cycles are
shown as normal distributions in Figs. 6
and 7.

The Syn S results show lower mean
(50 %) power draw for both cycles: the
non-overlap of the 90% confidence limits
for each distribution comparison in-
dicatesa greater than 99% confidence
that the benefits measured were real. and
not the result of chance. The average
benefits measured for the two cycles were
5.8 and 5.9%.

A different approach was taken in the
power consumption test at the food proc-
essing company shown in Table 2. In this
case, two food aerator units were operat-
ing in parallel. In this test the mineral oil
in the gear drive o·f only one of the units
was replaced with synthetic product and
the other was maintained as a control.
Fig .. 8 demonstrates the relatively con-
stant current draw Eor blower 2 (oil un-
changedrcompared with the second unit
which had a measurable (6 % lreduction
when the mineral oil was replaced by
Syn S.

The efficiency/power benefits for Syn
S in laboratory, gear builder and
customer evaluations are summarized in
Fig. 9

Correlation of WormgeaJ Efficiency
with Lubricant Traction

The mechanism by which synthetic
lubricant products, Syn S and Syn G,
improve wormgear efficiency has been
investigated in the authors' laboratories.
The wide accepta:nce of steam cylinder
lubricants which employ relatively large
percentages of fatty additives has been
attributed to their ability to produce low
friction films on the surface of the gear
teeth. The present work generally sup-
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ports the low friction/improved effici-
ency characteristics of the steam cylinder
oils, and it was the surjace Triction
mechanism which was first investigated
as a possible explanation for the greater
benefits shown by the synthetic lubri-
cants ..

in one comparison using Wonngear
D, Syn S additives blended in the refer-
ence oil mineral base versus the mineral
reference oil additives in the synthesized

hydrocarbon base oil, dearly demon-
strafed the efficiency benefits to be re-
tained not by the Syn S additives, but
with the synthetic basestock. This in-
dicated the efficiency benefits I~O be
associated with the nature of the syn-
thetic basestoek, and not to result from
a change in the frictional properties at the
gear surfaces.

Operating viscosity was also con-
sidered as a possible explanation even

Spiral Bevel ~ars
up to 100" DIameter

AM'ARlLtO GEAR COMPANY
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TABLE 1

TEST LUBRICANT INSPECTION PROPERTIES

TEST LUBRICANT
5 P Miner.l

R~ferenc Syn 5 Syn C

Synthesized
Base Oil Type Mineral Hydrocarbon Polyglycol

Viscosity
ACMA VI!iCGrad 7 6S 5
cSI @ 40 C 437 383 225
cSI @ 05 C 35 -It! 35
cSI @ 100 30.2 9.0 297
Viscosity lndex 05 145 164
Pour Point. F +20 -40 -15
Flash Point. F 450 sao HO

Cli'L. SVN G SVN S
OIL

C'I'L. SVN G SVN S
Oil

fig. 4 -Improvement Over Conventtonal SIP Mineral Based Oil
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Fig" 5-Energy Efncient Gear lubricants Benefits For Syn S

though, as discussed earlier, the tests
were designed to exclude this possibility.
N vertheless, ancillary experiments with
Wormgear D evaluating the effect of
changing the viscosity of the ,referenoe oil,
were undertaken and app ar in Table 3.
Compared with ACMA 7 EP reference
oil. no significant difference is seen in
either increasing or decreasing viscosity.
This insensitivity to viscosity has al 0

been verified in workw:ith Syn S visco -
i'ty variation,

Table 3 also shows the results obtained
with viscosity index-improved products ..
In this work. oil formulation were
prepared with the normal reference oil
funcHonaladditives. using AGMA 5
viscosity base oil. but with VI-improvers.
X and Y, added to bring the final vis-
cosity to the AGMA 7 lev L In this way
a quasi multigrad industrial oil was pro-
duced, but in n ither case was a' ignifi-
cant efficiency benefttobtained, with VI
improper Y giving a nega.tive effect. An
explanation for thi may be the poor
shear stability found for Y in viscosity
measurements under high shear condi-
tions; X was found Ito be highly shear
stable,

Finally, fluid tractional properties were
considered as a possible explanation of
efficiency effects. Traction here is defined
as unit fluid friction in the high-pressure
mesh of the gear, and is distinct from
both viscous churning losses and gear
surface metal/metal frictional ,effects.

The tractional propertie of test fluids
were measured using a roller disc
machine. This equipment employs a pair
of 3,265" diametercylindricaJ test rings
mounted on hydrostatic bearings which
can be load -d a.gain.st each other by
means o.r a hydraulic piston. Each ring
can be driven independently in either
direction by induction drive units with
electronic feedback control. The tracti n
force between the discs is measured by
strain gauges mounted in each disc drive
mechanism. The absence of disc surface
frictional effects is ensured by polishing
disc surfaces to b Iter than 2 micl'oinch
finish. E1astohydrodynamic calculatlons
verified high specific film thickness and
absence of metal contact during the tests.

Operating conditi n for th roller disc
machine tracHon measurements are
shown in Table 4. Materials and surface
loading were chosen to simulate the con-
ditions of Wonngear Test D operating at
:1:00% Gas, I load,
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TABLE 2

EffiCIENCY BENEFI!TS MEASURED fOR SYNTHETIC INDUSTRIAL GEAR 0115
COMPARED WITH CONVENTIONAL MINERAL~BA5EDPRODUCTS

Oper.ating
Horsepower

Ave.ra.ge Efficiency
Benefit, %

Gear
Manufacturer

Reduction
Ratio

Syn S Syn G

Authors' Labora!tory Tests

A - Mobil Oil Francaise Lechner 30:1 1.65 * *
Boston 10:1 3.,0 2.2 ,3,0

Durand 30:1 3.213.9 5.6 4.0

Cone Drive 50:1 3.10/6.0 7.7 7.1

B - Mobil R&D Corp.

C - Mobil. Oil Prancaise

D - Mobil R&D Corp.

Gear Manufactur,ers'
Evaluations

Hub CityE - Hub City Division
Safeguard Power
Transmission Co.

15:1 1.55/2.0 3.8

F - Ex-Cell-O Corp.,
Power Transmission
Division

Cone Drive 25:1 6.5/8.1 4.4

G - Winsmith Division
of UMC Industries,
Inc.

Winsmith 0.5-1.1050:1 8,g

Equipment Users'
Evaluations

Steel Mill B&K 15:1 6

Steel Mill IMW
Industries

39:1 75 5.8

Phil adelphia
Gear

Food Processing Company 3:1(a) 6

-(b)Textile Company 2

"Temperature Rise Measurements onl.y; differentialcompan!~d with reference mineral oils: Syn 5, -17°F; Syn G, -15DF.

(a) Helical gear.
(b) Spur gear/chain dr:ivecombination.
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TABLE 3

VISCOSHY EFFECTS ON WORMGEAR EffiCIENCY
(TEST 0)

Percent Efficiency Change'
AGMA Viscosily Grade Relative to Reference

8 EP

7 EP

6 EP

5 EP

517 EP
(V.L Improver Xl

517 EP
(V.L Improver Yl

"Test repeatability ~ 1.0 %

+0.1

Ref

-0.5

-0.4

+0.7

-3 ..3

TABLE 4

Disc Material:

ROllER msc MACHINE OPERATING CONDITIONS

Disc Speeds, U:

Bulk Oil
Temperature:

Disc Load

Hertzian Surface
Stress:

A - AISI 4150 Resulfurlzed
Steel, ......54 Rc (3/4" face width)

B - SAE 65 Bronze, 80 Brinell
Hardness (1" face width)

A - 400-1600 rpm

B - + 120-1400 rpm

ISO F

400 Ib

48,600 psi

TABLE 5

ROLLm DISC MACHINE TRACTION
COEFFICIENT RESULTS

Traction Coefficientl11 Estimated Gear121

Lubricant @ 720 Ipm fr.iction, f

Syn S 0.012 0.015

Syn G 0.013 0.015

EP Mineral Oil 0.018 0.021

Syn T 0.030

(1) Slide/Roll Ratio = UA - UB = 2 ("Pure" sliding)
112 (UA + UBI

(2) Wormgear Test D results using equation:
Efficiency = 1 - f Ian X

1 + f cot t..

where f = friction coeff .
.A= lead angle (Reference 2)

0.000011 Of A_NliNCH RUNI OUT ACCUR_ACY FOR 'GRINDING,
MACHINING OR INSPECTION WIl'M IHDT HIIi'DRAULIC

EXcPANSIONI ARBORS AND CHIJCKS ~~"_.~@.-_;~'.", .-,' ,_' ,,':Cus'lorn btul, '10 fil )lour won. from IA Inch C!I ,Ii1CI' up , , "
"'~Y'lfon stop prevenl.l over expansion. EXpl1't8t(1n
is U:i"lll'orm ov .... ,ntne -clamping: ilurllOS, no elcntlll9-
S:!JpotrlQt uMlzBd IXitisIfUCfWI'i. no ufill :to 'uk
Mu!mum holding rcree ot 725{) pllfor maximum
cuuJI"Ig power EI('p!!in'~Qn!Up 10 3 percen.t of holding

dlamete,l HardrU!!S5 R.;6O jodi-ron graph shQw:l
esu, "'..11!'-1,jJ12 0fII! WRHI fOP!'~ CA1ALOQ. ~1.I1QCUrwq'.
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Based on the disc speeds chosen, re-
sults are calculated in terms 'of traction
coefficient as a function ,of slide-to-roll
ratio and relative sliding speed. Data for
the condition of pure sliding at a speed
of 720 fpm are shown. in Table 5, in-
dicating a signiEic.ant reduction in 'trac-
tion coefficient ,for the synthetic oils, For
comparison, an estimate of gear friction
based on a, thecretical relationshiplZl for
wormgear efficiency is also shown in
Table 5. Despite the simplicity of the
relationship, good ·correlation is obtained
between the traction and friction data as
a function of lubricant type. Note also
that the traction co-efficients for the syn-
thetic products are reduced about 30%
compared with mineral oil - a reason-
able agreement with the geaJ inefficiency
reduction discussed previously. The
calculated gear friction results are
somewhat higher" which may be ex-
plained in terms of the other loss
mechanisms outside the gear mesh; e.g.,
churning, bearing and seal losses,

This strong correlation was recently
verified by evaluating a,commercial syn-
the tic 'traction fluid in Wonngear Test D,
The manufacturer's information in-
dicated the traction coefficient of 'this
fluid, designated SynT, to be about 50%
greater than that of a mineral oil. Based
on this, a significant detriment to effici-
ency in the wormgearwas predicted,
Due to the low viscosity of Syn T, the
reference mineral oil viscosity was. re-
duced to an AGMA 2 EP oil. and the
tests were run at 12S"F where both oils
have viscosities 'equal to that of the usual
reference oilal 19SoP, the normal
temperature of the test.

This work showed Syn T approxim-
ately 10% less efficient than the reference
mineral oilat 100% loading. At 200%
loading, the efficiency with Syn Twas
so poor that the cooling water to the
gearbox was unable to maintain the
operating temperature at 125"f and the
test was terminated to avoid damage to
the gears. These results strongly support
the influence of fluid traction in determ-
ining wormgear efficiency.

Work is now underway to measure the
traction coefficient o.f Syn T in the roller
disc machine for inclusion with Table 5
results. Substitution of the gear .efficiency
result for Syn T in the gear friction equa-

tlon yields a value approximately 50%
greater than that for mineral oil - in
good agreement with the manufacturer's
reported finding for traction coefficient

An important aspect of the work with
Syn T is that not all synthetic lubricants
possess low tractional characteristics, It
is most likely tha.t lubricant molecular
structure is the key to tractional proper-
ties and that structures can be syn-
thesized to give either high or low trac-
tion depending on the needs of the
application.

Co.ndusionsand fUJither Wo.r.k

1, The cooler running characteristics of
two synthetic industrial lubricants :in
gear applications have been cer-
related with wormgear efficiency.

2. 'Gear effiCiency improvements, ha.ve
been shown. to result in lower power
requirements in industrial applica-
'tions,

3. The improvedefEiciency afford d
worm gears by these synthetic oils
has been used to increase wormgear
thermal horsepower rating.
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Fig. 8 - Food Processor Power Consumption Test

Fig. '9-Average Efficiency Benefits' Demonstrated for Syn 5

4. Lubricant tractional properties have
been shown to be a significant Iac-
tor in determining wormgear
efficiency.

5. Future work win focus on the effi-
ciencycharacteristics, particulady
with respect to synthetic lubricants,
oJ non-worm industrial gearing and
will evaluate lubricant tractional
properties at the higher pressures
operating in steel gearing.

The authors gratefully acknowledge
the permission granted by the gear
manufacturers to publish their results.
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